
















Yutian Garrison Troops and Its Main Officials: Focused on the Collection
of the Museum of Ｒenmin University of China Meng Xianshi ( 1)

Abstract: This paper focuses on the troops of Yutian Garrison，one of the four garrisons of Anxi，
to study the Jun-Zhen system in the Western Ｒegions. Historical studies of Yutian of Tang Dynasty need
Yutian documents from Khotan. These documents，especially the Chinese documents，are mostly about
the garrison，providing valuable firsthand materials for the studies of Yutian Garrison troops and its sub-
organizations like Jiexie town. Questions of Yutian Garrison troops are mostly unclear. This paper centers
on the main officials of the garrison troops.
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A Few Food Grain Accounts Documents Unearthed from Khotan Ding Jun ( 9)

Abstract: This paper intends to discuss the food grain accounts documents from Khotan in the col-
lection of the Museum of the Ｒenmin University of China，including their denominations，properties，
and the economic and military affairs of Yutian under the military town system these documents re-
flect. The targets and standards of offering public grain，as well as the relation between Jiexie Town and
Jiexie Shouzhuo are inquired further according to the document of the 17th year of Dali reign，so as to
make clear of the defending system of the four military towns of Anxi and the concerned system.
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Yutian Garrison Troops and the Local Society Liu Zifan ( 16)

Abstract: Chinese documents of social economy in the collection of the Museum of Ｒenmin Univer-
sity of China demonstrate situation of Khotan social and economic life and an aspect of social economic re-
lation between Khotan Garrison troops and the locality. It can be seen that the troops collected " regular
tax"，" freight" 驮脚钱，and taxation in kind from local people，therefore，it can be believed that the
garrison mastered practically statistical information of local family number and men number. These docu-
ments also present situations of "Guan"馆 on the road from Khotan，via holy mountain，to Bohuan Town
and how the Shou-Zhuo 守捉 administrated post-horse. In addition，these documents expose some sol-
diers of the garrison lived in Khotan with their families，who were in charge of Bing-ma-shi. Last，we
can know some details of non-governmental social economic life through these documents.
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Money and Cloth———Notes on Three Chinese-Khotanese Documents in the Collection
of the Museum of Ｒenmin University of China Duan Qing，Li Jianqiang ( 29)

Abstract: Among the ancient documents exhibited in the Museum of the Ｒenmin University of Chi-
na，there are 3 fragmentary Chinese-Khotanese bilingual documents. The first document，GXW0107，

refers to some personal names which are common in Yutian documents. This document，dated last 30
years of the 8th century，recorded an event happened at Jiexie，a famous town of ancient Yutian. The
second one，numbered GXW0038，called contract before，is an official document judging from the rem-
nant Khotanese which has the sentence of urging somebody to pay thauna，i. e. cloth，indicating a strong
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